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Abstract

Recently, joint feature selection and subspace learning, which can perform

feature selection and subspace learning simultaneously, is proposed and has

encouraging ability on face recognition. In the literature, a framework of u-

tilizing L2,1-norm penalty term has also been presented, but some important

algorithms cannot be covered, such as Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis

and Sparse Discriminant Analysis. Therefore, in this paper, we add L2,1-norm

penalty term on FLDA and propose a feasible solution by transforming its

nonlinear model into linear regression type. In addition, we modify the opti-

mization model of SDA by replacing elastic net with L2,1-norm penalty term

and present its optimization method. Experiments on three standard face
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databases illustrate FLDA and SDA via L2,1-norm penalty term can signif-

icantly improve their recognition performance, and obtain inspiring results

with low computation cost and for low-dimension feature.

Keywords: L2,1-norm, Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis, Sparse

Discriminant Analysis

1. Introduction1

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is wildly applied to solve the supervised2

classification problems due to its simplicity and effectiveness. However, high-3

dimensional data, in which the number of predictor variables p is much larger4

than the number of observations n (n << p), are a trouble for LDA’s appli-5

cations.6

To address this problem in LDA, many methods have been proposed.7

Generally speaking, these methods can be classified into two categories: fea-8

ture selection and subspace learning. Feature selection is to select a subset9

of discriminative features from feature set [1], such as Linear Discriminant10

Feature Selection (LDFS) [2]; subspace learning, such as Penalized Discrim-11

inant Analysis (PDA) [5] and Discriminant Analysis by Gaussian mixtures12

(DAGM) [6, 7], is also named feature transform which transforms the origi-13

nal features into a learned low-dimensional features subspace [3, 4]. For the14

subspace learning, there is a disadvantage that the learned low-dimensional15

features are the combination of all original features. It is difficult to inter-16

pret which features play an important role in discriminant analysis. Thus,17

sparse subspace learning was proposed by using lasso constraint [8, 9] to en-18

hance the interpretability. The representative ones are Sparse Discriminant19
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Analysis (SDA) [10], which was based on PDA and DAGM by adding lasso20

constraint, and Sparse Approximation to the Eigensubspace for Discrimi-21

nation (SAED) [11] and Sparse Tensor Discriminant Analysis (STDA) [31],22

which used elastic net [12] to learn the sparse discriminant analysis.23

Although sparse subspace learning methods can obtain encouraging abil-24

ity to explore the significant features, the selected features are independent25

and different from each dimension. In order to discard the irrelevant features26

and transform the relevant ones, in the past, one intuitive way was to perform27

feature selection before subspace learning, but the two sub-process conduct-28

ed individually would be likely to make the whole process sub-optimal [13].29

Therefore, joint feature selection and subspace learning method was proposed30

by using L2,1-norm penalty term [16], which can perform feature selection and31

subspace learning simultaneously. L2,1-norm penalty term had been applied32

on graph embedding [17, 18] and a framework with encouraging discriminant33

ability on face recognition was proposed [13]. However, the framework is34

based on Brand’s work [27] which cannot cover many important LDA algo-35

rithms [17], such as Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA) [28] and36

SDA. But FLDA and SDA are two representative algorithms of LDA, they37

are popular in many applications, especially, FLDA is a classical supervised38

learning for feature extraction and classification.39

Motivated by above mentioned issues, in this paper, we add L2,1-norm40

penalty term on FLDA and propose a feasible solution for the modified opti-41

mization type by transforming the nonlinear optimization problem into linear42

optimization problem. In addition, we modify the regression model of SDA43

by replacing elastic net with the L2,1-norm penalty term to encourage row-44
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sparsity of the projective matrix. Experiments on benchmark face image45

data sets illustrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approaches.46

The rest of paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review47

the models of LDA via joint L2,1-norm regularization regression, FLDA and48

SDA. Section 3 introduces the algorithms of FLDA and SDA via L2,1-norm49

optimization; Experimental results on benchmark face recognition data sets50

are reported and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, we give the conclusion and51

discuss the future study work in Section 5.52

2. A brief review of several methods of LDA53

2.1. Notations and definitions54

For an n × p matrix M = (mij), its i-th row and j-th column are denoted55

by mi and mj respectively. The Lp-norm of vector v ∈ Rn is defined as56

‖v‖p = (
∑n

i=1 |vi|
p)

1
p (p ∈ Z+). The L2-norm of the matrix is defined as57

‖M‖22 =
∑n

i=1 ‖mi‖22 and the L1-norm is defined as ‖M‖1 =
∑n

i=1 ‖mi‖1, the58

L2,1-norm of M is defined as ‖M‖2,1 =
∑n

i=1 ‖mi‖2.59

2.2. Joint L2,1-norm regular regression in LDA60

Least square regression [19] is widely applied in linear discriminant analysis.61

Given training dataX = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} ∈ Rp×n, and Y = {y1, y2, · · · , yn}T ∈62

Rn×c are the corresponding class labels, the least square regression aims to63

find the projective matrix W ∈ Rp×c, which can be obtained by solving the64

optimization problem as follow65

min
W

n∑
i=1

∥∥W Txi − yi
∥∥2
2

(1)
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By adding the penalty term λΦ(W ) , the optimization problem becomes66

min
W

n∑
i=1

∥∥W Txi − yi
∥∥2
2

+ λΦ(W ) (2)

Due to the characteristic of L2,1-norm, which can encourage row-sparsity of67

projective matrix [13] and the L2,1-norm of projective matrix is convex and68

easily optimized [20], we replace Φ(W ) with ‖W‖2,1. Thus, the regression69

model (2) becomes the following problem [21]70

min
W

n∑
i=1

∥∥W Txi − yi
∥∥2
2

+ λ ‖W‖2,1 (3)

This model had been applied on LDA in graph embedding framework to get71

sparse projecting matrix in [13]. Solving Eq. (3), we can get72

W = (XXT + λG)−1XY (4)

where G is a diagonal matrix with the i-th diagonal element equals to73

gii =
1

2||wi||2
(5)

when ||wi|| = 0, we can define gii = 1

2
√
||wi||22+ε2

(ε→ 0) as in [26].74

Based on the Woodbury matrix identity [22], Eq. (4) can be rewritten as75

W = G−1X(XTG−1X + λI)−1Y (6)

If λ = 0 , Eq. (6) is the Situation 1 in [13], otherwise, it is the Situation 2.76

2.3. FLDA77

FLDA minimizes the within-class distance and maximizes the between-class78

distance, the criterion J(W ) can be written as follow79
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max
W

J(W ) = Tr
W TSBW

W TSWW
(7)

where SW is the within-class scatter matrix and SB is the between-class80

scatter matrix.81

By adding penalty term the L2,1-norm of W , the optimization problem82

(7) becomes83

min
W

Ĵ(W ) = −Tr W
TSBW

W TSWW
+ λ

p∑
i=1

∥∥wi∥∥
2

(8)

2.4. SDA84

SDA is proposed mainly based on PDA and DAGM by adding L1-norm85

penalty term. It is another representative form of LDA, which is based on86

different principle from FLDA and has different mathematic model. For87

a training data set X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}T ∈ Rn×p , where n represents88

the number of observations and p is the number of predictors, β ∈ Rp×d
89

represents a low-dimensional projective matrix. Its optimization model is90

defined as follow91

(θ̂, β̂) = arg min
θ,β

∑n
i=1 ‖yiθ − xiβ‖

2
2 + λ1 ‖Ωβ‖22 +

∑d
j=1 λ2,j|βj|1

s.t. n−1 ‖Y θ‖22 = 1
(9)

where Y ∈ Rn×c is a dummy variable matrix and c represents the number of92

class. θ ∈ Rc×d is a scoring matrix, θij is the score between the class i and93

projective vector βj. Ω is a penalization matrix.94
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3. FLDA and SDA via joint L2,1-norm95

3.1. FLDA via joint L2,1-norm96

The criterion Ĵ(W ) is constituted by J(W ) and an L2,1-norm penalty term,97

it is a nonlinear regression type and cannot be directly solved as Eq. (3). In98

order to get a feasible solution, we divide its optimization process into two99

steps:100

(1) Transform the nonlinear criterion J(W ) into a linear optimization model.101

(2) Find the optimal solution W .102

If W TSWW = I , J(W ) can be transformed into the following optimiza-103

tion problem104

max
W

J(W ) = Tr
W TSBW

W TSWW
= max

WTSWW=I
Tr W TSBW (10)

SW is a symmetric matrix, based on the singular value decomposition (SVD)105

[29], SW=UDUT , so W TUDUTW = I. If we define106

Y = D
1
2UTW (11)

Then Y TY = I, and107

W = UD−
1
2Y (12)

Eq. (12) suggests that SW must be positive-definite matrix. However, in the108

condition of small sample size, SW is a singular matrix, thus, we transform109

it into a nonsingular matrix by PCA before SVD as fisherface [25], it can110

become111
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ŜW = W T
PCASWWPCA (13)

Therefore, Eq. (10) can be rewritten as112

max
Wf

J(Wf ) = max
Wf

Tr
W T
f W

T
PCASBWPCAWf

W T
f W

T
PCASWWPCAWf

= max
WT

f ŜWWf=I

TrW T
f ŜBWf

(14)

where ŜB = W T
PCASBWPCA, Wf = W T

PCAW ;113

Then we apply SVD on ŜW instead of SW , and then get the Y and Wf114

according to Eq. (11) and Eq. (12).115

Substituting Wf obtained by Eq. (12) into Eq. (14), we can get116

Ŷ = arg max
Y

Y TD−
1
2UT ŜBUD

− 1
2Y

s.t. Y TY = I
(15)

The solution of Y is the eigenvector of D−
1
2UT ŜBUD

− 1
2117

Based on Eq. (11), if we define X = UD
1
2 , then XTWf = Y is a linear118

system problem, which may behave one of three possible ways: (1) infinite119

solutions; (2) a single unique solution; (3) no solution, see [13]. The most120

popular way to solve this problem is to apply the penalty term, by adding121

L2,1-norm penalty term, the criterion XTWf = Y can be written as the linear122

optimization model (3) and the solution of Wf is Eq. (4). There are two123

situations for the solution of Wf in Eq. (4):124

(1) λ = 0, the solution of Wf is125

Wf = G−1X(XTG−1X)−1Y (16)

In this situation, the linear system problem results in the infinite number of126

solutions.127
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Substituting X = UD
1
2 into Eq. (16), we can get128

Wf = G−1UD
1
2 (D

1
2UTG−1UD

1
2 )−1Y (17)

Thus, we can get W based on W = WPCA ∗Wf ;129

In summary, we present this situation for obtaining the optimal W of the130

criterion Ĵ(W ) in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: FLDA via L2,1-norm (Situation 1) (L21FLDA)

Initialize: G0=I, t = 0;

Compute U and D based on SVD of W T
PCASWWPCA

Compute Y based on the eigenvalue decomposition of D−
1
2UT ŜBUD

− 1
2

repeat

Compute Wft+1 = G−1t UD
1
2 (D

1
2UTG−1t UD

1
2 )−1Y

Compute Gt+1 based on Wft+1

t=t+1;

until Wf converge

Construct the final projection: W = WPCA ∗Wf

131

(2) λ 6= 0, the solution is in Eq. (6).132

Substituting X = UD
1
2 into Eq. (6), the optimal Wf can be obtained as133

follow134

Wf = G−1UD
1
2 (D

1
2UTG−1UD

1
2 + λI)−1Y (18)

It includes two cases that the linear system problem leads to one single135

solution or no solution.136

Then we can obtain W based on W = WPCA ∗Wf ;137
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This situation for obtaining the optimal W of the criterion Ĵ(W ) is pre-138

sented in Algorithm 2.139

Algorithm 2: FLDA L2,1-norm (Situation 2) (L21FLDA)

Initialize: G0=I, t=0;

Compute U and D based on SVD of W T
PCASWWPCA

Compute Y based on the eigenvalue decomposition of D−
1
2UT ŜBUD

− 1
2

repeat

Compute Wft+1 = G−1t UD
1
2 (D

1
2UTG−1t UD

1
2 + λI)−1Y

Compute Gt+1 based on Wft+1

t=t+1;

until Wf converge

Construct the final projection: W = WPCA ∗Wf

3.2. SDA via joint L2,1-norm140

For the optimization model of SDA, we replace its penalty term with the141

L2,1-norm of β, thus its optimization model becomes142

(θ̂, β̂) = arg min
θ,β

∑n
i=1 n

−1 ‖yiθ − xiβ‖22 + ‖Ωβ‖2,1

s.t. n−1 ‖Y θ‖22 = 1
(19)

where Ω is a penalty diagonal matrix.143

If we define D = n−1Y TY , D is a symmetric positive-definite matrix, then144

θTDθ = I. Next, we define θ∗ = D
1
2 θ , then θ∗T θ∗ = I, substituting them145

into the regression model (19), it becomes the following regression model146
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(θ̂∗T , β̂) = arg min
θ∗,β

n−1
∑n

i=1

∥∥∥yiD− 1
2 θ∗ − xiβ

∥∥∥2
2

+ ‖Ωβ‖2,1

s.t. θ∗T θ∗ = I
(20)

Fixed θ∗, Eq. (20) can be viewed as Eq. (3) by replacing Ω with λ, therefore,147

the solution of β becomes148

β = (XTX + ΩG)−1XTY D−
1
2 θ∗ (21)

Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (20), it becomes the following problem149

max
θ∗

Tr θ∗TD−
1
2Y TX(XTX + ΩG)−1XTY D−

1
2 θ∗

s.t. θ∗T θ∗ = I
(22)

Based on Theorem 3 and 4 of [9], θ∗ = UV T , where U and V can be obtained150

by SVD of D−
1
2Y TXβ . Finally, the solution of θ = D−

1
2UV T

151

Depending on whether the value of Ω is zero, the solution of Eq. (19) also152

can be divided into two situations, but we put them together as Algorithm153

3 for simplicity.154

4. Experiments155

In order to evaluate the performance of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 (L21FLDA)156

and Algorithm 3 (L21SDA), we applied them on three standard face databas-157

es and compared them with three algorithms, such as fisherface [25], SDA158

[10] and SSLDA [24]. In addition, we presented the recognition results of the159

algorithms FSSL (LDA) in [13]. In this paper, for better distinguishing the160

algorithms with L2,1-norm penalty term, we name FSSL (LDA) as L21LDA.161

Moreover, according to the difference between Eq. (17) and Eq. (18), we162
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Algorithm 3: SDA via L2,1-norm (L21SDA)

Initialize: G0=I, t = 0, θ0 = D−
1
2 I1:c,1:d;

repeat

Fixed θt, compute βt+1 = (XTX + ΩGt)
−1XTY θt

Fixed βt+1, compute U and V based on the SVD of D−
1
2Y TXβt+1

Compute θt+1 = D−
1
2UV T

Compute Gt+1 based on βt+1

t = t+ 1

until β converge

also made a comparison between situation (1) λ = 0, Ω = 0, and situation163

(2) λ 6= 0, Ω 6= 0.164

4.1. Data sets165

In our experiments, we used the following three standard face databases:166

ORL face database contains 400 face images of 40 human subjects under a167

dark homogenous ground with the subjects in an upright, frontal position. In168

this experiment, all images are chosen and each face image is resized to 32×32169

pixels, which means each face image can be presented by a 1024-dimensional170

vector, and the images of one human subject are presented in the top of Fig171

1.172

Extended Yale-B face database contains 16128 face images of 38 human173

subjects under 9 poses and 64 illumination conditions. We choose the frontal174

pose and use all the images under different illumination in this experiment,175

so there are 2414 face images in total. All the face images are manually176

aligned and cropped, and they are also resized to 32×32 pixels. Ten face177
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Fig 1: Face images of three databases, these images from top to bottom respectively belong

to: ORL database, Extended YaleB database, PIE database

images of one human subject are shown in the middle of Fig 1.178

CMU PIE face database contains 41368 face images of 68 human subjects179

under 13 different poses and 43 illumination conditions, and with 4 different180

expressions. In this experiment, 11554 images are selected in all face images,181

and they are manually cropped and resized to 32×32 pixels. Ten images of182

one human are displayed in the bottom of Fig 1.183

4.2. Parameter settings184

The sets of training images were randomly selected in each database, and185

the remained images were used for testing. On ORL database, p = [3, 5, 7],186

p = [10, 20, 30] in Extended YableB database and PIE database, p is the187

number of training images of each person. We repeated this process 50 times188

and calculated the mean accuracy and computation time. Generally, each189

image would be described by a low-dimensional vector before recognition.190

In our experiments, the vector of each image was reduced to c − 1 in all191

algorithms in order to better compare their running time. c was the number192

of face classes.193

For L21LDA, before performing LDA, the dimensionality was firstly re-194
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duced to n − c by PCA as in [25]. In L21FLDA, the dimensionality was195

determined by the rank of SW , we chose the eigenvectors corresponding to196

the eigenvalues greater than 10−4 to construct ŜW in our experiments. For197

L21LDA, L21FLDA and L21SDA, they all could be divided into two sit-198

uations: (1) λ = 0 and Ω = 0, we ran this case on ORL database; (2)199

λ 6= 0 and Ω 6= 0, for L21LDA and L21FLDA, we used cross validation by200

searching the grid {0.001, 0.005, · · · , 1} to select the best λ; for L21SDA,201

we searched the grid {1, 2, · · · , 10}; for SSLD, we tuned the parameter by202

searching the grid {10, 20, · · · , 100} according to [24]; for SDA, we searched203

the grid {−10,−20, · · · ,−100}. Besides, for ORL database, in which p was204

small, we adopted leave-one cross validation; for Extended YaleB and PIE205

databases, 5-fold cross validation was adopted.206

4.3. Results207

The results of the experiments are shown in Tables 1-4. Table 1 shows the208

recognition accuracy of situation (1) on ORL database. Form Table 1 and209

Table 2, we can see that the situation (2) λ 6= 0 and Ω 6= 0 can obtain better210

recognition accuracy than situation (1). Tables 2-4 present the recognition211

rate of situation (2) on three different databases.212

As shown in Tables 2-4, first, L21FLDA, L21SDA and L21LDA respec-213

tively have better recognition accuracy than fisherface, SDA and SSLDA in214

most cases, which demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of L2,1-norm215

penalty term. The reason for this is that using L2,1-norm penalty term can216

make them perform feature selection and subspace learning simultaneously,217

which can improve subspace learning and encourage row-sparsity [13]. As a218

side note, the biggest difference between L21LDA and SSLDA is that they219
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Table 1: Face recognition accuracy on ORL database ( λ = 0, Ω = 0)

Data set 3 training 5 training 7 training

Acc (%) Time Acc (%) Time Acc (%) Time

L21LDA 79.31±2.74 0.890 91.35±2.02 1.171 94.63±2.23 1.613

L21SDA 61.11±0.1 0.852 77.56±2.12 1.168 84.15±2.83 1.555

L21FLDA 81.99±2.59 0.631 93.24±1.78 0.461 96.47±1.65 0.306

have different penalty terms. Second, among three algorithms with L2,1-norm220

penalty term, the computation cost of L21FLDA is the smallest in most cas-221

es. The main reasons are that L21FLDA is unary linear regression type222

and the L2,1-norm of projective matrix is convex and easily optimized, and223

it can quickly converge to equilibrium point [20], and the main reason why224

L21FLDA has less computation time than L21LDA is that the dimension af-225

ter using PCA was smaller in L21FLDA than in L21LDA. In order to better226

understand the reason of less computation cost for L21FLDA, we present the227

iteration process of three algorithms with L2,1-norm penalty term in Fig. 2.228

Furthermore, performing PCA sometimes would severely increase the com-229

putation cost, that is why L21SDA (without PCA) has less computation cost230

than L21FLDA and L21LDA as p = [10, 20] in Table 4.231

4.4. Recognition accuracy vs. dimension232

In this subsection, we present the correlation between the recognition accu-233

racy and the dimension. Fig. 3 shows the performance of six algorithms234

on ORL, Extended YaleB and PIE databases with 5 training, 20 training235

and 20 training samples respectively. We ran the algorithms for 20 times236

independently and then computed the average accuracy. The x-axis is di-237
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Table 2: Face recognition accuracy on ORL database ( λ 6= 0, Ω 6= 0)

Data set 3 training 5 training 7 training

Acc (%) Time Acc (%) Time Acc (%) Time

fisherface 83.32±1.97 0.078 92.86±1.98 0.065 95.25±2.39 0.105

SDA 80.24±3.85 28.42 87.81±4.99 29.61 91.18±3.58 31.88

SSLDA 83.07±1.66 1.950 92.32±1.93 3.937 94.87±2.41 5.491

L21LDA 80.74±2.81 0.886 92.44±1.158 1.158 95.70±1.77 1.639

L21SDA 83.60±2.70 0.924 92.40±1.74 1.401 94.87±1.87 2.097

L21FLDA 82.08±2.59 0.632 93.29±1.72 0.466 96.57±1.69 0.322

Table 3: Face recognition accuracy on Extended YaleB database

Data set 10 training 20 training 30 training

Acc (%) Time Acc (%) Time Acc (%) Time

fisherface 87.21±1.15 0.270 91.24±0.85 0.676 86.96±1.26 1.580

SDA 68.77±8.68 17.44 73.42±9.45 41.48 76.46±8.83 72.72

SSLDA 84.69±1.29 4.437 92.24±1.08 9.671 94.93±0.73 15.34

L21LDA 88.50±1.13 2.323 95.58±0.78 6.215 98.04±0.53 13.92

L21SDA 85.86±1.23 5.256 94.23±0.74 16.06 97.03±0.56 25.70

L21FLDA 83.75±1.49 1.210 94.40±0.91 2.215 97.32±0.85 4.382
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Table 4: Face recognition accuracy on PIE database

Data set 10 training 20 training 30 training

Acc (%) Time Acc (%) Time Acc (%) Time

fisherface 78.40±0.92 1.718 84.66±0.55 2.138 91.98±0.36 2.058

SDA 72.85±2.67 83.97 78.40±4.16 200.8 79.58±6.56 249.4

SSLDA 84.76±0.90 36.95 91.64±0.52 51.53 93.66 ±0.33 82.33

L21LDA 85.33±0.76 30.53 92.21±0.36 41.66 94.05±0.29 55.54

L21SDA 78.54±0.83 18.80 87.56±1.23 26.68 91.72±1.61 37.39

L21FLDA 86.38±0.63 28.19 92.18±0.24 27.72 94.56±0.24 26.50

0 10 20 30 40 50
0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

O
bj

Iteration Number

 

 

L21LDA
L21FLDA
L21SDA

Fig 2: Iteration process of (3), (8) and (9) with p = 20 on Extended YaleB database.

X−label is the iteration number, Y−label represents the value of object function which

has been normalized in order to make comparison; similar iteration process can be observed

for other p and databases.
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mensionality and y-axis represents the recognition accuracy. It displays the238

detailed changes of recognition accuracy vs. the dimension variations.239

Based on Fig. 3, we can see that L21FLDA and L21SDA have supe-240

riority on recognition performance in low-dimensional subspace with other241

algorithms. It suggests that L21FLDA and L21SDA can be applied on the242

classification problems of low-dimension samples. For L21FLDA, the main243

reason is that using L2,1-norm penalty term improves the performance of244

fisherface which has well performance in low-dimensional subspace [25]. For245

L21SDA, one main reason is that SVD makes the score weights of focus on246

low-dimensional subspace, which can be inferred from Eq. (22), it is the247

similar trend as for the weights of according to Eq. (21), this reason is248

also applicable to SDA which can quickly get temporary stabilization (see249

Fig. 3 (a) and (c)); the other main reason is that L2,1-norm can encourage250

row-sparsity and rank the importance of the features [30], thus the selected251

features are nearly the same in each dimension. Similar phenomenon can252

be observed when we use a different number of training samples, due to the253

space limit, we do not show them.254

5. Conclusion255

In this paper, we modify the optimization model of FLDA by adding L2,1-256

norm penalty term and present a feasible solution by transforming its nonlin-257

ear optimization regression type into a linear optimization problem. Mean-258

while, we propose a new optimization type for SDA by using L2,1-norm penal-259

ty term and present its optimization process. Experiments on benchmark260

databases demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithms. We261
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can get comparable results with fisherface and SDA, using L2,1-norm penal-262

ty term significantly improve their recognition performance. In addition,263

L21FLDA has the least computation cost among three algorithms with L2,1-264

norm penalty term. Furthermore, the proposed methods can get much better265

results in low-dimensional subspace. In the future work, we will study oth-266

er representative algorithms such as Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA) which267

cannot be covered in joint feature selection and subspace learning framework268

either.269
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